PRESS RELEASE – CONTROL 2016
Thinking outside the box: esz AG’s smart and powerful software application “Calibration Expert”
Fast, simple and efficient – three terms that signify esz AG’s calibration software Calibration Expert. esz AG calibration & metrology – one of Europe’s leading calibration
laboratories – introduce their unique, powerful software application to the public at
Control 2016 in Stuttgart, Germany.

When? Tuesday, April 26 through Friday, April 29, 2016
Where? Conference Center Stuttgart, Germany, Exhibition Hall 3, Booth/ Stand 3500
Calibration Expert is the most prominent market innovation. The software application
is determined to assist calibration engineers and metrologists in their quest for standardized calibration, definite results and transparent reports. In addition Calibration Expert offers means to speed-up laboratory management in a simpler, more efficient
way. Calibration Expert is unique including more than 50 parameters and relations in
order to address uncertainty factors such as reading error.
“Our objective at this year’s Control is to facilitate awareness for Calibration Expert’s
potential, our outstanding capabilities in terms of DAkkS-accredited and ISO-compliant
calibration and our commitment and dedication to customer service.” – Bodo Seewald,
member of the board of directors and head of sales and marketing at esz AG calibration & metrology.
Besides displaying innovative products and an exclusive, customized scope of service
esz AG is seeking to start a dialog among visitors, measurement experts and calibration enthusiasts. In the end Control, with more than 900 exhibitors, representing 32
countries is an important market indicator for trends and technological developments.
Control Stuttgart: Hall 3, Booth/ Stand 3500

Contact:
esz AG calibration & metrology
Mrs. Meike Hass
Phone.: +49 (0)8141-88887-87 – Fax: +49 (0)8141-88887-77
E-Mail: m.hass@esz-ag.de – Website: www.esz-ag.de

1976 – 2016: celebrating 40 years
esz AG calibration & metrology are one of the leading merology laboratories in Europe. Core competencies include calibration, repair, asset management and logistical service in the field of industrial
measurement technology. Bavarias ministry of economics recognized esz AG for outstanding business
performance among Bavaria’s leading organizations.
esz AG is an accredited DAkkS / DKD calibration laboratory (D-K-15019-01-00, DIN EN ISO/IEC
17025:2005). The organization established the accreditation in 1997, entitling esz AG to issue ILAC
recognized, accredited calibration reports. Global industry leaders rely on esz AG’s excellence. esz
AG’s is based in Eichenau on the outskirts of Munich, Germany. Branch offices are located in Nuremburg, Steinfurt, Berlin and Vienna. The organization currently employs 130 people.

